Port Descriptor and Remediation

Regardless of the attack model you follow, reconnaissance is always one of the first steps. The following ports are
the common ones you can expect the bad guys to hone in on via automated scans. Leaving these ports open and
accessible via the internet can at best alert a bad actor to your network, at worst it can prove to be jumping off
point leading to the total compromise of your environment.
The following descriptions and remediations are predicated default port usage and may not be applicable if you are
running nonstandard ports. Do note, the only thing running nonstandard ports gains you is a slight delay to an
attacker. Modern port scanners will attempt to fingerprint a port and reveal the true service running behind it.
Updated July 2022 we have expanded the list of ports to ports more commonly found in our scans. If you are
aware of common ports that would benefit from inclusion here and help the wider educational community please
share them out!

20 - FTP (Data) & 21 - FTP (Control)
FTP is a cleartext file transfer protocol that uses two ports, 20 and 21. Port 20 is used for data transmission while
port 21 is used for control traffic. Because it is cleartext anyone snooping traffic on that network may be able to
collect and recreate the data transferred, up to and including the credentials needed to log on and access this
device.
Remediation
Any form of clear text file transfer should be replaced with a secure alternative such as SCP or SFTP. FTP-Secure can
work, but is a bit tricker to set up through firewalls. Depending on the need a cloud storage solution may be viable
as well.

22 - SSH
SSH is an encrypted service that permits the control of devices over insecure networks. While SSH is secure, having
it exposed to the internet means that attackers can attempt brute force attacks on these devices, attempting to
gain access. MFA commonly isn’t used with SSH which means leaked and shared credentials may permit an
attacker access.
Remediation
Unless required, device management channels shouldn’t be exposed to the internet. They should require a VPN
and have their own management VLAN to ensure outside attackers aren’t able to probe these devices.

23 - Telnet
Telnet is a cleartext service that permits the control of devices. Telnet traffic can be snooped and credentials can be
leaked. This can expose the device to attack or permit attackers to collect credentials.
Remediation
Telnet should not be used outside of lab environments. Secure alternatives such as SSH should be used on shared
networks and device access/management should be behind a dedicated management VLAN that requires a VPN for
external access.
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25 - SMTP
SMTP is an insecure mail transfer protocol. As with all cleartext communication it can be snooped by outside
attackers, exposing anything transferred. Port 25 is frequently blocked by ISPs, due to its usage in MX spamming, as
an anti-spam measure.
Remediation
Insecure mail transfer services should be replaced with their secure alternatives. Ports 587(with
STARTTLS)/465/2525 are the registered ports for secure alternatives.

53 - DNS
DNS servers are common targets for attacks and as such device administrators need to be aware of their exposure
and any related vulnerabilities. Common attacks to be aware of are DNS Amplification attacks, where your DNS
server is tricked into flooding a victim device; DNS DDoS attacks, where your DNS server is flooded with bogus
requests which can inhibit its ability to function properly.
Remediation
Notification of Port 53 is informative in nature. Ensure you are subscribed to vendor security alerts and your
devices are properly configured and running supported software.

110 - POP3
POP3 is a mail protocol that, on port 110, is commonly unencrypted. Much like SMTP attackers can view the
contents of email.
Remediation
Insecure mail transfer services should be replaced with their secure alternatives. Port 995 is the registered port for
secure POP3.

135 - RPC/DCOM
RPC/DCOM is a risky port to have open that is increasingly being blocked by ISPs due to being a common attack
target. While this port may be needed for certain remote management functions, it is still incredibly sensitive and
shouldn’t be exposed over the internet or other insecure networks

137, 138, 139 - NetBIOS Trio
NetBIOS was once used for communication and sharing of resources; however in modern times it is a severe
security concern and common attack target. Malware such as WannaCry specifically targets NetBIOS on ports
137-139 and port 445.
Remediation
NetBIOS should never be exposed over the internet or other untrusted networks.
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161 - SNMP
SNMP is a management solution for collecting information from devices and pushing configurations. Best case
scenario it permits an attacker to easily perform reconnaissance on your network, worst case scenario it permits
them to push malicious commands to your devices.
Remediation
SNMP should never be exposed over the internet or other untrusted networks.

389 - LDAP
LDAP contains sensitive information such as usernames, login attempts, and more. LDAP commonly isn’t encrypted
and could permit attackers to snoop traffic, gaining credentials useful in other attacks.
Remediation
LDAP does have a secure version that should be used. LDAP over SSL runs on port 636 and should be used.

445 - SMB
SMB is a modern update to the old NetBIOS ports, however it is still a popular target and vulnerable to malware
such as WannaCry and EternalBlue.
Remediation
SMB should never be exposed over the internet or other untrusted networks.

636 - LDAP over SSL
LDAP over SSL is a secure protocol; however, since it is a popular target and could be vulnerable if patch levels
aren’t maintained, alternatives are recommended.
Remediation
Ensure the business need for LDAPs is valid. Implement strong firewall rules to permit only the traffic needed.
Explore using a VPN to move the LDAP service inside your network

902/903 - VMware ESXi Server and VMWare Remote Console
Virtualization infrastructure is incredibly valuable. Often you are limited in what protection you can place directly
onto such infrastructure and thus it is a popular target.
Remediation
These ports should be strongly secured. Place them behind a VPN and consider additional network segmentation
such that a jumpbox is needed to access
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1433 & 1434 - Microsoft SQL Server
Ports 1433 and 1434 are commonly opened when Microsoft SQL Server or other services are installed.
Remediation
There is no reason to have these ports exposed over the internet. They are common attack targets.

1521 - Oracle Database Server
Port 1521 permits access to the Oracle DB Server. Databases are complex and this exposure could permit an
attacker to accurately craft exploits targeting Oracle DB servers. Failure to patch immediately and fully monitor this
device would permit an attacker to compromise this device and then your network.
Remediation
Explore the need for access to this device over the internet. Consider a VPN or block access from the open internet.

3268 & 3269 - Active Directory Global Catalog
LDAP and LDAPs connection to Global Catalog may be required by a vendor, but this should be properly monitored
and filtered via a Firewall to only those resources needing access. Port 3268, cleartext LDAP, should never be used.
Remediation
Closely monitor these devices and ensure all patches are applied regularly and best practices for hardening are
followed.. Ensure firewall rules are in place to only permit access from trusted IPs. Do not use port 3268, cleartext
LDAP. Use port 3269 LDAPs which is encrypted and follows the port 80/443 logic of cleartext > wrapped in TLS.

3306 - MySQL
MySQL’s default port of 3306 permits remote access and is a common attack target.
Remediation
Port 3306 should never be open. Secure alternatives such as a VPN or SSH should be used instead.

3389 - RDP
RDP, much like telnet, is a cleartext, easily snooped protocol that should never be used. Attackers will commonly
target this port and login attempts by valid users may result in their credentials being compromised.
Remediation
Remote Desktop Gateway is a feature in Windows Server that uses port 443 and encrypts traffic with SSL. Adding
MFA greatly increases the security of this solution. Requiring users to only access these RDP boxes over VPN can
also be a secure alternative.
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5432 - Postgres Database Server
Port 5432 permits access to the Postgres DB Server. Databases are complex and this exposure could permit an
attacker to accurately craft exploits targeting Postgres DB servers. Failure to patch immediately and fully monitor
this device would permit an attacker to compromise this device and then your network.
Remediation
Explore the need for access to this device over the internet. Consider a VPN or block access from the open internet.

5480 - VMware vCenter Management Interface
Virtualization infrastructure is incredibly valuable. Often you are limited in what protection you can place directly
onto such infrastructure and thus it is a popular target.
Remediation
These ports should be strongly secured. Place them behind a VPN and consider additional network segmentation
such that a jumpbox is needed to access.

6443 - Kubernetes API
Container infrastructure is incredibly valuable. Often you are limited in what protection you can place directly onto
such infrastructure and thus it is a popular target.
Remediation
These ports should be strongly secured. Place them behind a VPN and consider additional network segmentation
such that a jumpbox is needed to access.
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